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The problem
Do you remember the first time you
heard of hackers? Depicted as evil
individuals who created malicious
malware at nighttime. The fact is
that today, hacking has grown to
industrial scale in less regulated
parts of the world. Hackers are regular people going to their jobs every
day, just like you and me.

Not just the exponential increase in cyber criminality put
new demands on security, but also the nature of doing
business. Today, trust has become the most important
asset for companies in the networked business environment. If your company is breached and loses personal
data, it will most likely become a huge reputational loss.
Furthermore, customers expect your services to be up
and running 24/7. If a Distributed Denial of Service-attack
(DDOS) strikes you and blocks your service, it might be
enough for your customers to switch to a competitor. In
order to beat the industrialized cyber criminals, you need
to keep them at the border, far away from your valuable
assets.

Our solution
Protecting your assets take a versatile set of tools. Our Border Protection solution is
designed to protect your data and users at all contact points with the outside world. Using
the following solutions will make sure that your assets and applications are protected at any
given moment.
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Key benefits
Cost efficient through integration

Our border solution is cost efficiency due to the fact that it
consists of integrated products that work together.

Complete protection

By using our full-range solution, you can be sure that your
users, networks and applications are protected against all sorts
of threats.

Secure mobile workforce

Our solution enables your employees to fullfil their work in a
secure way, nonetheless where they are located. They can
focus on creating real value for your customers instead of risk
losing trust.
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